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About This Game

About This Game
Streamer Simulator is a simulation being streamer.

Change your old life for the better. You can become the world’s greatest streamer in history.

Build your stream world
Start from nothing, buy your first game and start streaming. Collect fans and money and buy better computer. Get up every

morning and start new day with streaming. But don't forget about the weekly rent.

Go to the top and be the best
The more viewers you reach the more popular you’ll be. If you upgrade your skills you will earn more money and get more fans.

As you recognizable enough, big companes will be interesed to work with you.
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Game is unplayable due to the fact that ever resolution is messed up cutting off portions of the screen. Perhaps it's my
1900x1200 native resolution but I've tried windowed mode with every resolution on the list. When I go into most menus I can't
even back out. Literally unplayable.

I would not recommend this game.. Bad. Just bad.. no no no, not good no. Worst game in the world.
Take an idle game, let a fun-vampire suck all the fun out and take away the aspect of being able to put it down sometimes and
you have this.

Streamer simulator inaccurately simulates the life of a streamer, when you get 1 view the guy starts donating money, money isn't
gained through views but through donations and subs in this game.

Nice-ish looking room, but two clickable things in the room, no explanations and repetitive gameplay to the max.

Seriously this game is more repetitive then idle games.

Looking for a way to waste \u20ac5,99?
Then this is the game for you!
Looking for enjoyment, fun gameplay or brain-wrecking strategy?
You came to the wrong game.. Got a refund after a few minutes of playing. It literally has 2 minutes of gameplay. If you believe
streaming is a two button process grind, it's your game. Otherwise I wouldn't recommend it. If the game was $0.99 you know
MAYBE I'd say sure, have a good laugh.. Best streamer simulator 2016 (Y). Definetly not worth the price for what is offered.
Basically 2mins of content and thats it.
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Oh man, the game is beyond broken. It seems like it was rushed beyond anything, just to get it out quickly and making money.
So much stuff is beyond bugged! Want some examples? Okay.

- If you buy any upgrade that improves EXP gain, it breaks the progression system.
- You can keep streaming Mineblock repeadedly, as long as you don't let the progress bar reach 100%

It's 100% rushed, and it seems to be pulling down the Simulator type into the mud.. Great game if you just want to sit around
and relax. no no no, not good no. Awfull game, really really boring.
You can't do anything until its day 40 and you just stream clicking, you dont do anything that make you feel like playing.. This
game is so bad it is a wast of money. The game has no good game play aside from clicking 10 times. don't bother getting this
trash of a game, I can't even call this a game, can you. Do you dare wast the money to buy this, if so go for it and regret it..
Great game if you just want to sit around and relax. This is one of the most mundane games i have ever played, i came in with
little to no expectations for the game and yet it managed to dissapoint me. No clear objective, no pop-ups that explain anything
that's happening. The "gameplay" is so minimalistic, even for a "managing tycoon" game. It has about 40-50 minutes of
gameplay value, and the time you put in the game feels more like a chore than a experience.

The graphics in the room are decent looking, like a decently made flash game. But the ingame ui system is basically made with
paint alpha version. And no text, you dont understand the menu system until you hover over each part, and even then it's hard to
understand since nothing is ever explained.

Overall it's a pretty \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 game, hard to understand how it made it through the greenlight.
Feels more lika an alpha version of something that could've been great, but the developer obviously doesnt really care about the
game, otherwise he would've never realesed it in this state.. Game is unplayable due to the fact that ever resolution is messed up
cutting off portions of the screen. Perhaps it's my 1900x1200 native resolution but I've tried windowed mode with every
resolution on the list. When I go into most menus I can't even back out. Literally unplayable.

I would not recommend this game.
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